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Note: Archived Content
This is the archived version of the Zoompf blog. Since our acquisition by Rigor
(/blog/2015/10/zoompf-gets-acquired), all our new research and posts on web
performance are being published on The Rigor Blog (http://rigor.com/blog)

Use the Right Web Performance Tools for the
Job
Zoompf Performance (/contact) on March 27, 2015. Category: Guide (/blog/category/guide)
Here at Zoompf, our job is to help you do two things. First, we ﬁgure out what’s causing your web
site to perform poorly, and, second, to ﬁx it. We’re kind of like an electrician/plumber/HVAC guy for
your website, except that we’re always there, and we have fantastic tools. Now, just like when you
have to call an electrician, plumber, or HVAC guy, it’s usually because something’s really going
wrong, and he always brings his own tools. If you had to call two or three different repairmen, you
might notice that they each carry some of the same tools, but they’ll also have their favorite tools
for each type of job. When you’re ﬁxing someone’s bathroom sink, there are any number of different
kinds of tools you can use to tighten that nut or loosen that valve.
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(https://www.ﬂickr.com/photos/pennuja/5363515039/)
Multi Tools, by Jim Pennucci

But in the website performance business, it is very important that you use the right tools for the job.
The term “performance tool” means different things to different people and solves different
business problems. In general, there are three kinds of performance tools that we use to determine
what’s causing your website to perform poorly: performance auditing tools, load testing tools, and
performance monitoring tools. Here’s what each does.
1. Performance Auditing Tools:
Does root cause analysis so you know what is actually causing performance problems
Tell you problems with your content, how its transmitted, so you can make your site faster
2. Load Testing Tools:
Determine how many users your infrastructure can support
Are very helpful before launching a website/marketing push (avoid whale fails
(https://www.ﬂickr.com/photos/michperu/3969552741/))
Cannot tell you want to do to perform better
3. Performance Monitoring Tools:
Tell you how fast you site is loading from various locations around the world
Send an alert if your production website goes down, or is having problems
Tell you how fast your website is performing, but not how to make it perform faster
We’ve listed these types of tools in this order for a reason. This order is the priority in which we
recommend you deploy the tools. First, web performance optimization tools identify and help
resolve high-impact-low-effort issues to quickly improve your website’s performance. Then, load
testing tools will show you how well your optimized website scales and demonstrate how many
users you can currently support. Finally, performance monitoring tools excel at detecting when an
already fast website has slowed down because a bug or conﬁguration issue slipping into the
production environment. Performance monitoring tools are best implemented last to help you to
monitor and maintain the performance of an already-optimized, scalable site.
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It’s one thing to have a lot of great tools, but it’s quite another thing to know how and when to utilize
those tools. Each provides different types of information to different users within the organization.
Only by using all three categories in the proper order can you ﬁnd and ﬁx performance issues in
your application, understand how your application scales, and detect regressions in the
performance of your deployed application. To learn more, check out our whitepaper A Guide to
Modern Performance Tools (/guide-to-modern-web-performance-tools).
You can test the performance optimization level of your site right now with Zoompf’s free
performance report (/free), and keep your site fast over time with Zoompf’s free performance alerts
(/alerts).
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Comments
Have some thoughts, a comment, or some feedback? Talk to us on Twitter @zoompf
(https://twitter.com/zoompf) or use our contact us form (/contact).

Zoompf Becomes Rigor Optimization!
Zoompf's web performance product is now Rigor Optimization. Learn more (http://rigor.com/features).

Get Your Free Report
Get a free detailed performance analysis of your website right now.
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